
COMM 250 @ LEEU 
Photographic Assignment 4 - Environmental Photography 

Goal 
Gain experience in shooting a creative environmental portrait and practice what you 
have learned about composition, exposure and Photoshop. 

Objective 
Learners will do the following: 

Produce four creative environmental portraits of some person. 

Introduction 
For this assignment I recommend that you take sixteen portraits of the same 
individual (or different people) in their work place and selecting the best 4. When 
working on the assignment, keep in mind what qualities/characteristics/personality traits 
you are trying to capture with the portrait. 
The four photographs will be environmental portraits in which you see the person. 
Photograph your subject in a place that is fitting for that person and try to use the 
surroundings to help give more information about your subject. Perhaps have you 
person hold a valued object. 
Instructions for Photography 

1. Research your subject and where you will shoot the photographs.  Remember 
that you must consider the light available to obtain good photographs. 

2. You are to take least 16 photographs for your environmental portrait.  
a. It is recommended that you shoot many more photos than required.  

3. Look over your photographs and select three images that best represent the 
requirements of the assignment.  

4. Choose your best 4 photos to upload.  

5. Label your four images as shown below: 
Environmental Portrait Number of 

Photos
File Names

Environmental_Portrait 1 01_Environmental_Portrait_Lastname

Environmental_Portrait 1 02_Environmental_Portrait_Lastname

Environmental_Portrait 1 03_ Environmental_Portrait_Lastname



5. Use Photoshop (or Lightroom) to crop and manipulate your photographs to make 
them more pleasing. 

6. Resize the each photograph so that all three have a resolution of 200 dpi and a 
size of about of about 4 X 6 inches.  

7. Upload these photos to Dr. A’s system at www.luiscalmeida.info 

Grading 
The grading for this and the reminder of the assignments will be divided equally 
between the technical and aesthetics of the assignment. 

Environmental_Portrait 1 04_ Environmental_Portrait_Lastname

Image Fulfilled the 
Assignment 
(10)

Composition 
(10)

Technical 
(10)

Creativity 
(10)

01_ EnvPort_Lastname

02_ EnvPort _Lastname

03_ EnvPort _Lastname

04_ EnvPort _Lastname

http://www.luiscalmeida.info

